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REPORT OF ANALYSIS
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      J. D. Home Inspections                               Collected By:    J.D. HI
      nerb@mcd.org                                         Date Received:    9/06/17
                                                           Time Received:   11:30
                                                           Date Reported:    9/07/17
                                                           Laboratory ID:   3709-00479

Sample Description: BASEMENT (3308494/495) - ERB, 197 WEST STREET, BIDDEFORD, ME
                    SAMPLING PERIOD: 9/2/17 3:22PM - 9/5/17 2:09PM
________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                 DATE       TEST        TEST
PARAMETERS                 RESULTS    UNITS    ANALYZED    METHOD      ANALYST
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Radon in Air Vial #1        2.1      pCi/l     9/07/17     EPA/LS       NMS
Radon in Air Vial #2        2.2      pCi/l     9/07/17     EPA/LS       NMS
Radon in Air (Average)      2.2      pCi/l     9/07/17     EPA/LS       NMS
 
Sample Description: 1ST FLOOR (3308493) - ERB, 197 WEST STREET, BIDDEFORD, ME
                    SAMPLING PERIOD: 9/2/17 3:24PM - 9/5/17 2:07PM
________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                 DATE       TEST        TEST
PARAMETERS                 RESULTS    UNITS    ANALYZED    METHOD      ANALYST
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Radon in Air                <0.4     pCi/l     9/07/17     EPA/LS       NMS

    EPA Limit = 4 pCi/l.

    The EPA recommends a follow-up test in the same location as the first
    test if a result of 4.0 pCi/L or greater is obtained, and recommends
    taking action to reduce Radon levels if the average of both is
    4 pCi/l or greater.  Vials placed side by side according to EPA
    recommendations should have less than a 25% difference between vials
    when the result exceeds the recommendation of 4.0 pCi/L.
    A difference larger than 25% indicates a problem may have occurred.

    Radon test results may be affected if any of the following apply:
    - Test conditions did not meet EPA recommendations as indicated in
      the Radon in Air Test Kit instructions supplied by Nelson Lab.
    - Testing was conducted during severe storms or periods of high winds
    - Excessive time elapsed between exposure and lab analysis
    - Test starting or ending dates or times are inaccurate.

    According to the EPA, the average Radon level in outdoor air is
    approximately 0.4 pCi/L, and the national average for indoor air is
    1.3 pCi/L.  The average Radon level of over 15,000 samples processed
    by Nelson Analytical Lab from 2009 to 2013 was 5.2 pCi/L.

    For more information regarding Radon, please visit EPA's website at
    www.epa.gov/iaq/radon/

    Respectfully Submitted___________________________________________
                              Andrew O. Nelson, Laboratory Director

Notes: mg/l=ppm; ug/l=ppb; "<" denotes "less than". This report of analysis may not be modified in any way, or reproduced except in full, without written approval from Nelson Analytical, LLC. 

Results reported above relate only to samples as submitted, unless specifically noted otherwise.  Nelson Analytical, LLC is currently accredited by the New Hampshire Environmental Lab 

Accreditation Program, the Vermont Laboratory Accreditation Program, and the Maine Laboratory Certification Program.  For a list of current accredited tests, please visit the websites listed below. 

Sampling performed by the lab is according to the lab document “Water Sampling Instructions”.  EPA standards list pH & Chlorine as field parameters and they should be tested immediately at 

sample collection.  Samples tested for pH are analyzed beyond the hold time for the analysis. Samples will be analyzed as quickly as laboratory operations allow. Metals samples may be analyzed the 

same day they are received.  #-Sample(s) received at laboratory do not meet method specified temperature criteria.  Subcontracting Information: SB7=NH2018(EPA-ME00015);                           

SB4= NH2955(EPA-FL00237); SB6=NH1004(EPA-NH00035) SB8=NH2073, SB2=NH2530, SB9=NH2124 http://des.nh.gov/organization/divisions/water/dwgb/nhelap/     

http://healthvermont.gov/enviro/ph_lab/PublicHealthLaboratory.aspx  http://www.maine.gov/dhhs/mecdc/environmental-health/dwp/professionals/labCert.shtml 


